**YOUR PROBLEM.**

Despite their promises, secure email gateways (SEGs) miss phishing emails every day. We know. We see them. And every one is a ticking time bomb, waiting to go off. Your security team needs to find these threats quickly and easily.

"We stopped a phishing attack in 10 minutes. It used to take days.”  
- Financial Services Customer

---

**OUR SOLUTION.**

With Cofense Triage, prioritize and remediate phishing threats faster. A culture of user-reporting is key to stopping phishing attacks, but your overburdened SOC team needs to prioritize what's reported. Instead of slowing their efforts with time-consuming manual processes—the numerous steps required to find and understand real indicators of threats—automate analysis with Cofense Triage and focus on making decisions to speed remediation.

Cofense Triage lets you speed analysis of user-reported emails, find real phish faster, and respond more effectively.

---

**DETECT FASTER.**

When users report emails, you need to search for relevant indicators of a phishing threat. Cofense Triage leverages the intelligence and insight of over 22M human sensors to automatically identify real threats that have reached user inboxes.

**FIND THE THREAT.**

Cofense Triage clusters reported emails - even advanced polymorphic attacks - on threat payload to identify entire phishing campaigns that threaten your users.

**RESPOND AUTOMATICALLY.**

Using powerful rules and recipes, Cofense Triage automatically tags high priority threats and can even respond to users to encourage a virtuous cycle of human detection and reporting.
Cofense™, formerly known as PhishMe®, is the leading provider of human-driven phishing defense solutions for organizations concerned with their susceptibility to sophisticated cyber attacks. Cofense delivers a collaborative, cooperative approach to cybersecurity by enabling organization-wide response to the most used attack vector—phishing. Cofense serves customers of all sizes across multiple industries including financial services, energy, government, healthcare, technology and manufacturing, as well as other Global 1000 entities that understand how engaging user behavior will improve security, aid incident response and reduce the risk of compromise.

**HOW COFENSE TRIAGE WORKS.**

Cofense Triage gives incident responders the ability to act on all alerts quickly by automating threat qualification and investigation. SOC teams can focus on interpreting results and responding to phishing threats effectively.

**RULE THE INBOX.**

As soon as a suspicious email gets reported, thousands of intelligence-driven YARA rules automatically assess the report, clustering it with reports containing similar payloads, and surfacing the highest priority threats for immediate action.

**SPEED YOUR ANALYSIS.**

Cofense Triage includes powerful tools to give you a 360-degree view of phishing emails - headers, URLs, attachments, and a robust hex viewer. With optional 3rd party integrations, such as Virus Total, analysts can bring to bear a vast array of threat intelligence to determine the exact nature of the attack.

**INTEGRATE AND AUTOMATE.**

Cofense Triage can export report data to your SIEM; send alerts and events to your incident management, ticketing, or other logging systems; and integrate with your SOAR through an extensive API.

**POWER UP WITH COFENSE VISION™.**

User-reported emails are a rich source of intelligence, but what about all the users who don’t report a phish? Integrating Cofense Vision with Triage provides rapid search and mitigation to contain the threats lurking in your email environment. And with AutoQ Respond, once the fingerprint of an attack is identified, future attacks can be automatically stopped in their tracks. Fast and reliable phishing threat hunting, all from a single console.
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